THE ROUTE IN BEING	49
picketed down by the wing tips and the tail portion
of the hull; for if a sudden dust storm were to get up
in the night it might carry all before it. Whenever
aeroplanes were left out like this, the controls were also
fastened up in the pilot's cockpit so that the hinged
surfaces such as ailerons and elevators should not thrash
about in the wind and strain themselves. Meanwhile
the pilots, passengers and crews made themselves as
comfortable as they could in the little station at Ziza.
There were two upper rooms, one for sleeping and
the other for reading, playing musical instruments,
comparing exaggerated stories of the adventures of the
day, and feeding. In the bedroom there were some iron
bedsteads and mattresses. If there were not enough
to go round those who had beds gave up the mattresses
to those who elected to sleep on the floor. In summer,
when the nights were pleasant and warm, it was prefer-
able to sleep outside. Every one was pretty tired,
but there was usually some bore who would go on
talking late into the night when all the rest wanted to
get to sleep! However, a well-aimed flying boot was
often ^ an effective remedy.
In the long days of summer time when the wind
was favourable the trip from Ramadi to Heliopolis
was now and then completed in one day, but more
usually the run over Palestine was made on the Saturday
morning, the aircraft arriving at Heliopolis at 10 or
ii a.m. The mail train for Port Said did not leave
Cairo until Sunday evening, so there was still a margin
for delay. But it was the consistent aim of the Air
Mail pilots to carry through the flight as rapidly and
tidily as was consistent with safety. If one did happen
to complete the flight in one day, and fly over the four

